The Launch Pad
Mrs Hood’s ‘Just for a bit of fun’ End of School Year 2020 Quiz
If you would like to have a go at the quiz, please email me your answers
to the admin account: admin@colinton.edin.sch.uk
I will then post the answers to the quiz on this ‘The Launch Pad’ page
of our school website on Thursday 25th June 😊.
QUESTIONS

POSSIBLE ANSWERS

1.What is on the door of The Launch Pad?

a) a moon

(1 answer)

b) a planet

2.What is the most popular cushion that lots of children want

a) purple

to have on their chair at The Launch Pad?

b) fluffy

c) a rocket

(1 answer)

c) silver

3.What is the frog’s name that helps us with our spelling and

a)Freddy

reading?

b)Franky

(1 answer)

c)Fuzzy

4.Have you heard that Mrs Hood LOVES shoes? HeeHee

a) 77

How many pairs of shoes do you think Mrs Hood owns?

b) 54

(1 answer – go on, have a guess! 😉)

c) 98

5.How many different colours of ‘Star Learner’ stickers can you

a) 5

get for your chart? (1 answer)

b) 4

6.Can you remember......What is the phrase Mrs Hood uses to start

Hint – the missing letters are:

us off on practising our speed sounds? Fill in the missing letters to

o e e a a f e

c) 7

reveal the phrase:

R __ __ dy

st __ __ dy

of __

w __

g __ !

(5 words)

7.What room do you have to walk through to get to

a) the toilet

The Launch Pad?

b) the office

(1 answer)

c) the library

8.What is something Mrs Hood says a lot (Have a think...there

You have to put your ‘thinking cap’

are a few key phrases to choose from, heehee)?

on for this one 😉.

9.What tune does Mrs Hood use to sing the speed words to?

a) Twinkle Twinkle Little Star

(1 answer)

b) The Wheels on the Bus

10.What is a memory you have of your learning time at

Your own answer

The Launch Pad this year?

c) Baa Baa Black Sheep

